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We consider the two types of models for the white Gaussian channels with 
nonlinear feedback: additive type and multiplicative type. It is shown that the 
mutual information l(m, y) between the message m and the output path y never 
increases by such nonlinear feedback. 
It  is known that the channel capacity is not increased by feedback in some 
classes of channels (Shannon, 1956; Kadota et aL, 1971). Recently, it has been 
further shown that the mutual information is not increased by a linear feedback 
in a white Gaussian channel (Ihara, 1974a). In this note, we show that in 
some types of white Gaussian channels the mutual information is not 
increased by nonlinear feedback. Consider two types of white Gaussian channels 
with nonlinear feedback of the forms 
dy, = [g(t, m) + f(t, y)] dt + dwt , Yo ---- Wo = 0; (1) 
dyt = g(t, m)f(t, y) dwt, Yo -~ O, (2) 
where t ~ [0, 1] and noise wt is a Wiener process define on an underlying proba- 
bility space (£2, ~ ,  _P). Message m is a measurable function defined on (~2, ~), P) 
and takes its value in a measurable space (M, d ) .  Message processor g(t, m) is 
a jointly measurable function defined by 
g: [0, 1] X M--~ R, (3) 
where g(', m) is Lebesgue measurable for each m ~ M and g(t, ") is d-measurable  
for each t ~ [0, 1], and 
E lfo ]g(t, m), ~ dt I < co. (4) 
Write ~ for the space of continuous function from [0, 1] to R and F, for the 
a-field in ~ generated by the cylinder sets { y ~ ~: Ys ~/ '}  where / '  is a Bore1 set 
in R and 0 ~ s ~ t. The feedback termf(t, y) is a jointly measurable function 
defined by 
f: [0, 1] × c~ __~ R, (5) 
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where f ( ' ,  y) is Lebesgue measurable for each y e g~ andf(t ,  ') is Ft-measurable 
for each t E [0, 1]. f also satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition: 
] f ( t ,~) - - f ( t ,~)  I ~KI [ I~: - -V I ] ,  K~ >~O,~,~Teg ~, (6) 
and a linear growth condition: 
If(t, ~:)l ~< K2(1 +/1 ~:[]), K 2 ~> 0, ~ecg, (7) 
where I[ " [[ is the uniform norm in (g. 
We call the channel (1) and (2) an additive type and a multiplicative type, 
respectively. In case of the multiplicative type (2), we further assume that there 
exists a constant K a such that 
i g(t, m)l ~ Ka, (8) 
for all (t, m) e [0, 1] X M, and for each (t, y) El0, 1] X ~, 
f(t,y) ~ o. (9) 
Corresponding channels with no feedback are 
dy, ° = g(t, m) dt + dw~, yo ° = ~v o = 0, (10) 
dy, ° = g(t, m) dw, , So ° = O. (11) 
Denote by I(m, y) the amount of mutual information between {m} and { y,: 
0 ~< s ~ 1}. Assume that mutual information is finite in both channels without 
feedback (10) and (11), that is, 
Z(m, yO) < oo. (12) 
In additive type (10), in particular, it is known that (4) is a sufficient condition 
for (12) (Kadota et al., 1971). 
TI-IEOREM. Under assumptions (3)-(7) and (12) to both types of channels, with 
the additional assumptions (8) and (9) to the multiplicative type, the mutual in- 
formation I(m, y) is independent ofa feedback f:
I(m, y) = I(m, yO). (13) 
Pro@ Under the conditions (4), (6), (7) and the additional condition (8) 
to the multiplicative type, both functional equations (1) and (2) can be solved 
by successive approximations uniquely (Fujisaki et aL, 1972). For this solution 
y , ,  let °W~ denote the G-field in D generated by the cylinder sets (co e f2: ys(co) E F} 
where/"  is a Borel set in R and 0 <~ s <~ t, that is, W, is the minimal e-field in 
D with respect o which y,  is measurable for every s e [0, t]. Similarly, write q/o 
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for the ~-field in ~Q generated by the output path {ys°: 0 ~ s ~ t} with no 
feedback. We will show 
~/t ~ ~/0, (14) 
then, (13) follows directly from this relation. Equations (I) and (2) can be written 
Y' = fo f(s, y) ds -k y o, (15) 
t; 
Y' = f0 f(s, y) ~ys o. (16) 
In the successive approximation processes we set 
= f(s, y(n-1)) ds ~- yt °, (17) 
y~'~) fo + = f(s, y(,~-l)) dyfl, n = 1, 2,..., (18) 
where y~0) ~_ 0 for all t e [0, 1]. Then, from the definitions (17) and (18) y~) is 
°Tdt°-measurable, and the operation 
lim y}") = Yr. (19) 
with probability one, preserves measurability, therefore the solution y, is 
~/fl-measurable. By (15) and (16), y O can be written as follows: 
t l  
y O = y, _ Jo f(s,  y) ds, (20) 
t 
Yfl -~ fo If(s, y)]- i  dys. (21) 
In (21) we use the assumption (9). Thusyf l  is ~r~-measurable and (14) follows. | 
Our Theorem says that the nonlinear feedback schemes, an additive type and 
a multiplicative type, do not increase the mutual information. 
Remark. For the additive type, Ihara (1974b) 1 has obtained the following 
result: Under conditions (3)-(5), if the stochastic equation (1) has the unique 
Solution, then I(m, y) = I(m, yO). The idea behind Ihara's proof is different from 
the one used here. 
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i The authors thank the reviewer for informing them of the work of Ihara (1974b). 
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